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1 Motivation
We discuss some of the experiences we gathered during
the development and deployment of XMark, a tool to as-
sess the infrastructure and performance of XML Data Man-
agement Systems. Since the appearance of the first XML
database prototypes in research institutions and develop-
ment labs, topics like validation, performance evaluation
and optimization of XML query processors have received
significant interest. The XMark benchmark follows a tra-
dition in database research and provides a framework to
assess the abilities and performance of XML processing
system: it helps users to see how a query component in-
tegrates into an application and how it copes with a variety
of query types that are typically encountered in real-world
scenarios. To this end, XMark offers an application sce-
nario and a set of queries; each query is intended to chal-
lenge a particular aspect of the query processor like the per-
formance of full-text search combined with structural infor-
mation or joins. Furthermore, we have designed and made
available a benchmark document generator that allows for
efficient generation of databases of different sizes ranging
from small to very large. In short, XMark attempts to cover
the major aspects of XML query processing ranging from
small to large document and from textual queries to data
analysis and ad hoc queries.
2 Some Lessons Learned
During the experiments we conducted the following points
of interest came up: (1) The physical XML mapping has
a far-reaching influence on the complexity of query plans.
Each mapping favors certain types of queries and enables
efficient execution plans for them. No mapping was able to
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outperform the others across the board in our experiments.
(2) The complexity of query plans is often aggravated
by information-loss during translation from the declarative
high-level query language to the low-level execution alge-
bra. There often appears to be a semantic gap between the
two – at least in the implementations we inspected. Thus,
cost-based query optimizers tend to consider search spaces
that are larger than necessary. Further research might lead
to query algebras that reduce the gap. (3) Meta-data access
can be a dominant factor in query execution especially in
simple lookup queries with small result sizes. It is possible
that rather complex relationships have to be extracted from
the database’s meta data store. (4) Schema information of-
ten enables better database schema design and is also use-
ful in query optimization since it introduces syntactic and
semantic constraints that can guide the search for a good
execution plan, reduce storage requirements or enable clus-
tering. (5) An XML query engine is usually only one part
of a large system and has to integrate well with the other
components.
More and complementary information especially about
results obtained from running the benchmark on several
platforms can be found at the places listed in the Refer-
ences below.
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